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Chapter 1 : I Spy on the Farm by Edward Gibbs
Little Kitten's Book of Colors (Wiggly Eye Board Books) [Kari James, Deborah Borgo] on calendrierdelascience.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. When Little Kitten visits her friend Big Pig, every color she sees becomes her
favorite.

December 1, by Elizabeth Bird The lists begin! However, I do like to distinguish between my age groups
when I present this list. Those of us with babies know all too well the power your large-headed children wield.
I once had about ten Katz books going in continuous rotation as my children circled through them again and
again. Any kid would want to gum its corners and play with its elements. Katz, now and forever. Babies heck,
I like to play with these tabs. Gotta beat and you can dance to it. The photography in all cases is excellent,
however. Sometimes a board book with photos will feel as though someone took a bunch of stock images and
then ascribed random words to them. A First Book of Emotions by Molly Magnuson There are two things that
they will tell you about early cognitive development and board books. The first is that babies like high contrast
books. A lot of black and white images. Well, weird as it may sound, I found almost none of those in With
this book, mission accomplished! One of the best baby face books to come out in recent years. Corey Lunn
When you have a baby of your very own, pulling tabs on a book becomes as cathartic to the parent as it is
stimulating to the child. A parent has to read a board book repeatedly. And then, when the kid starts pulling
them themselves? Your job on this world is done. Pat yourself on the back and enjoy this one in particular.
Time for Bed by Thierry Bedouet Kooky that this book was created by someone entirely different from that
previously mentioned Farm Day book. They pair so well together! What Does Baby Want? Or is it the breast?
Right, right, I always get this one mixed up. What Is Baby Gorilla Doing? Very well then, I am biased. But
you cannot deny that this gorilla is a star in the making. Love the photography that makes this fun for
everyone to read. The book takes care to acknowledge letters that may not exist in one language or another.
That said, I just love how this is done. Meet one of the few. Irene Chan I know. You thought the slot was
going to go to Baby Loves Thermodynamics. Before and After by Jean Jullien Jean Jullien had a bit of a
magical year when it came the American publishing scene. Black Bear, Red Fox: Colours in Cree by Julie
Flett Flett makes a reappearance on our lists and well that she should. Check out her other books here if you
get a chance. Not with all those tiny tabs and complexity. Yet when all is said and done, this is the Clive book
nearest and dearest to my heart because in it Clive is once again breaking down gender stereotypes left, right,
and central. By Chieu Anh Urban Now this is a bit of clever mechanical engineering not seen in a board book
format before. In truth, what we have here is a straightforward display of color mixing but for very young
children. You see, on the right-hand side there are two wheels of color this image does them a great disservice
as they have very distinct hues. If you turn one of the wheels to blue and the other one to yellow, the inside of
the flower will turn green. I was reminded of David Carter in his heyday as I read through this. Carter Again
with the pop-ups! Flora and the Chicks: So on the one hand I wanted to just include one Flora title here, but
then I was struck by the fact that choosing only one book would be a crime and a shame. How am I supposed
to choose between counting and opposites? What cruel world would place such a choice upon me? In the end,
I went with both. And, if Molly Idle is listening, I would like to request a kookaburra in a future Flora book. I
absolutely adore kookaburras. Years ago he conquered the board book field with his magnificent Chronicle
series Trains Go, and Trucks Go, etc. This oddly vertical board book may be the bane of your short little
shelves, but for kids everywhere its tall stance will make grabby hands happy. In My Garden by Ruth A.
Maddie Frost A sly little number. When you find those books, grab them. Hold them close and tight and never
let them go because they are going to save your sanity when you have to read infinite numbers of titles on cold
snowy days. And in , this is their natural born leader. Though not as large as a full-sized picture book, this title
is bigger than most board books and could find a home with a wide range of types of readers. Lines by
Sarvinder Naberhaus, ill. This book has aspirations to be more than just your average board book. I say you let
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it do its crazy thing. If all the kids that read it grow up to become astrophysicists, so much the better. The
books are sturdy and you can always download the music that goes with the words. Other times that book will
be seared into the very fabric of my soul. This looks suspiciously similar to those artsy board books museum
shops like to carry, which please aesthetic adults and bore small children to tears. And actually there was a
Matisse board book in the same series on the list last year that I thought was keen. But this numbers book? I
just like how they play with colors and numbers all the way through. One Happy Tiger by Catherine Rayner
And then there are those math books that are so deftly woven into the fabric of a story in this case, a lonely
tiger looking to make friends that you forget all about those books where the numbers are shoehorned in. An
Interactive Recipe Book which is also by Lotta Nieminen but of the two books I feel that this is the stronger
contender. There are elements in this book that could be removed and never replaced. So buy it up, library
systems! Your patrons will thank you for it. Rapunzel by Chloe Perkins, ill. Archana Sreenivasan Just me, or
are the board books a little on the white side this year? Scroll through this and see how many brown faces you
encounter. Not enough, is the clear answer. You could easily work it into a hibernation storytime with little
effort. Saltzberg, I commend you. I mean it just makes good, clean sense. Don Clark Hope you like big! Hope
you like bright! Hope you like eye-blindingly shiny! This book is all those things and much much more.
Gorgeous little creature, this is. Interested in the other lists of the month?
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Chapter 2 : Nursery Rhymes Board Picture Books for Children for sale | eBay
Discuss Little Kitten's Book of Colors (Wiggly Eye Board Books) on the - 'Cat Book Reviews' forum of I-Love-Cats. We
are the place for all talk about 'Little Kitten's Book of Colors (Wiggly Eye Board Books)'.

We were MORE than excited to begin this row. We even made a crazy Pumpkins in Space sensory bin to
represent our fall row of this book! I created a Bible verse printable pack for this row. Parker worked on his
Bible verse all throughout this row. While Parker worked on his Bible verse puzzle, the older kids completed
their tracing page. Goodnight Moon is such a comforting bedtime story, but nighttime can be a struggle for
many kids. Everyone feels scared sometimes and we need to know how to handle our fears. This unit teaches
children to focus on God rather than their fears. Have Courage Wands We kicked off our Bible unit with have
courage wands. The kids painted their wands with glitter glue and set them aside to dry. They turned out
totally adorable! Snuff Out Fear We used an object lesson with candles and an empty jar. We talked about
fear, being afraid, and what happens when we feel scared. We lit our candles and watched the flame. When we
focus on our fears, or whatever is making us feel afraid, our fear gets bigger like a fire. The more we focus in
it, the more fuel it adds to the flame. This was a VERY effective object lesson. We did this several times and
each time was as great as the first! Stories to Build Courage We read several stories about feeling scared,
building courage, and keeping our eyes on Jesus. Studying that went right along with learning about having
courage and trusting God. I found a really cute Armor of God craft from http: The kids put their soldiers
together while we read our book. They turned out really cute. It a great way for Jordan to learn all the various
parts of the armor of God and what they stand for. He was all set for the Harvest Festival. Nursery Rhymes
There are so many references to nursery rhymes in the book. The kids gobbled their breakfast while watching
the animated version on Epic. I prepped all the constructions paper pieces, foam letters, and art supplies and
placed them on the table. The kids glued the moon pieces to a Phases of the Moon printable I found, printed at
half the size. They glued this chart to half a sheet of pink construction paper. They glued on the kitten and
moon, decorated with some glitter glue, drew a face on the cat, and added their foam letters.
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Chapter 3 : Cats and Kittens Activities & Fun Ideas for Kids | ChildFun
For collectors wanting a complete list for collecting Little Golden Books. The list doesn't include the many educational
workbooks and activity books, coloring books, video games, paper dolls and related Golden Book toys that are available
online and at some retail stores.

Cat and Kitten Arts and Crafts Calico Cats Supply your students with large textured, striped, and patterned
wallpaper pieces to make calico cats. Cut out of large construction paper a cat silhouette. Have each child
place the cat on the wallpaper of their choice and trace around the cat shape. Glue eyes, nose, whiskers and a
tail with construction paper, yarn, or curling ribbon. Pre-fold vellum paper in half lengthwise â€” or draw line
through center of paper. Demonstrate how to paint the bottom half of vellum green and the top half blue to the
line. While paint is drying, demonstrate how to trace and cut out kitten pattern and then glue on picture. Tape
divider is to separate materials. Marker is to draw face on kitten. Tray is to collect scraps from cutting. Cat
Hand Print Use a wallpaper sample book to let the children cut out a rug for their cat to sit on. Add facial
features, whiskers, etc. The Cat of Many Colors Read this poem while doing the activity below Once there
was a cat all white Who wished that he were black as night. He was as thirsty as could be, And in the
cupboard, what did he see? Grape juice right before his eyes! Then, to his surprise, He turned from white to
something new: Deep dark purple was his hue. He peered into his little cup, Saw tomato juice, and lapped it
up. He soon became the brightest red. He spied an orange on the floor, And pounced in it, and played some
more. As he played this little game, Orange was what he became. He played with some blueberries, too, So
suddenly the cat turned blue. A sour lime sat on the ground. The kitty licked it, and he found That he felt
strange and not so keen, For he had turned the color green. Now he was a sad little fellow, So he ate a banana
and turned bright yellow. Just then he saw a tasty treat, Another food he had to eat. A long black piece of
licorice Gave the little cat his wish. He ate it all, and soon he was Black from his head down to his paws! Why
did this happen? You guessed right, If you blamed it all on Halloween night. Cut a cat shape out of white,
purple, red, orange, blue, green, yellow, and black construction papter. Cut out a shape for each of your
children or if children are old enough have them do it and attach each shape to a craft stick to make a stick
puppet. Give a stick puppet to each child. Before you read the poem, ask the children to listen carefully for the
color of their cat puppet. When they hear the color, have them wave their puppet in the air. Cat Costumes Cut
construction paper into strips and a variety of triangular and circular shapes. Invite each child to glue two ear
shapes to a strip to make an ear headband. Help children use washable markers or eyebrow pencils to draw
whiskers on their faces. Use safety pins to attach yarn tails to their clothing. Kitty Cat Yarn Designs Give each
child a sheet of dark construction paper and several pieces of yarn in a variety of colors and sizes. Invite
children to dip the yarn in the glue and place the yarn on the colored paper to make creative designs. Kitten
Baskets Give each child a small cardboard box and a cat shape cut from posterboard or calendars to fit inside
the box. Set out materials such as construction paper scraps, felt tip markers, cat stickers, cotton balls, fabric
pieces and glue. Then let the children decorate their cardboard boxes and line them with soft materials to make
sleeping baskets for their kittens. The Three Little Kittens a Using paper plates or paper bags, have the
children make cat masks b Make a yarn collage, the older children may be able to manipulate the yarn to make
pictures! If using wallpaper, play a form of Memory Game, having children try to remember which mittens
match when placed face down on a playing surface Kitty Collage Let Children find and cut or tear out pictures
of cats from greeting cards and magazines. Paste their cats on pieces of constructions paper. Cat Prints Make
paw prints using a raw potato cut to resemble paw prints and tempera paints. Cat Puppets Make sock puppet
cats using felt for ears and quilting or heavy thread for whiskers. Use marker pens for eyes and any other
decorations. Cat Collage Have children make a cat collage from pictures cut from a magazine. Cover the
shapes with clear self-stick paper and cut each one into several large interlocking puzzle pieces. This activity
is perfect for small fingers. For older children, increase the difficulty by cutting each puzzle into smaller
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pieces. Yarn Balls Set up baskets at varying distances from a masking tape line on the floor. Toss yarn balls
into the baskets. Bean Bag Toss Make a cat shape on plywood or a big piece of heavy cardboard, with holes of
different sizes cut out. The children can try from varying distances to throw bean bags through the holes.
CopyCat Have one child be the cat and clap a rhythm for the group. The other children listen and then be the
copycats. They clap the same rhythm as he cat did. Another child now becomes the cat and creates a rhythm
for the copycats to imitate. Cat and Mouse Cut and glue together a simple cat shape from black paper. Cover a
coffee can- the mouse hole- with another piece of black paper. Make up enough small mice out of felt by
cutting them out in teardrop shapes. Add a pompon and length of yarn for the tail. Glue sequins on for eyes or
draw them on with markers. Next, turn a coffee can on its side and place it on top of a table. Place a dozen
crackers leading up to the mouse hole. Have each child choose a mouse and the teacher picks the cat. Then let
each child roll the die and move his or her mouse or cat that number of crackers. Let play continue,
encouraging the children to try to move their mice into the mouse hole before the cat gets there. Game ends
when the cat reaches the mouse hole or when all mice have safely entered. File Folder Games Make about 10
sets of cats and kitten pairs. Each pair should be a different color. For example a cat and kitten that are red and
a cat and kitten that are blue, etc. Glue the cats to the file folder and laminate for durability. Have your
children get on their hands and knees. Have them stretch like cats by leaning each shoulder one way, then the
other. Cat Rhymes List rhyming words on a chart or chalkboard: Imitate the sounds a cat makes when happy,
contented, angry, frightened, hungry. Act out cats as they might behave in these various moods. Point out that
lions and tigers are members of the cat family. How would you feel if you met a hungry tiger? Introduce pet
care items explaining or demonstrating how each item is used and allow the children to examine the items.
Including the items above, have the children set up a cat care area using stuffed animals brought from home.
The children will pretend to care for their kittens. Let all children pretend to be kittens and crawl to the play
area. Animal Hospital The children can brainstorm ways to make the area look like an animal hospital. Let
them make a sign and decorate the area themselves.
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Chapter 4 : Picture Books for Children Publication Year for sale | eBay
Continuing Accord's successful Eyeball Animation series, Ten Little Puppies is written in the same lyrical style as the
popular "Ten in the Bed" childhood nursery rhyme; however, the sing-song narrative and full-color illustrations inside this
title are even more engaging and entertaining.

For best results use only: Title, Author, Date Range, and Keywords. You will be able to limit your search
further once you reach the results page. This is the best book search engine on the net, from a huge Canadian
company originally started by booksellers. Millions of books of all kinds from dealers all over the world, some
not found in libraries. Most of the English language books ever published: You should limit your search at
least to Format: You can do this on the advanced search page or once you arrive at the results, using the left
hand column, as with abe. Often you can find more about the content of a title by going to an individual
library holding. Once you have narrowed down a possible title, try Amazon. The colour option on Google is
working better and better. I have started using Images on bing. Look in the left hand column to limit your
search to these. A few words can help: If all you can remember is a few words, try Google. Put the words in
quotes. Use only one or two, essential, easily-spelled, keywords. Try this sample Google search: Selling One
or Two Books. Probably the easiest place for an individual to sell books like those above is on Amazon. Look
up your book, click on the picture, then look in the blue box for "Have one to sell? If, and only if, Amazon has
listed the book in the past, will you be able to list also. Ebay is also very easy and inexpensive to use for a few
books and it allows you more room to describe the books. For pricing your book, it is easier and more accurate
to use the Abebooks. Then double check on Amazon because prices there are sometimes higher. The more
care you put into describing your books, the more likely you are to sell them. We do not purchase books
online, sight unseen. Please do not offer them to us. If you have a collection or several rare books you are
interested in selling to us, especially if you live in the Northwest, please look on http: Our email address is on
the Contact Us page. We never value a book over the net, nor do other reputable booksellers. Look through the
suggestions below.
Chapter 5 : 31 Days, 31 Lists: Day One â€“ Great Board Books â€” @fuseeight A Fuse #8 Production
Ten Little Kittens by Jim Harris and Marian Harris - A story of Eyeball Animation Series Ten Little Kittens by Jim Harris
and Marian Harris is a story for preschoolers written in lyrical style about kittens paying with each other and getting into
mischief.

Chapter 6 : Books About Cats | What Can We Do With Paper And Glue
This is an alphabetical list of the titles of my Little Golden Books as of September There are many variations of each
book. There can be different covers, colors, type, illustrators, edition and / or number of pages.

Chapter 7 : Goodnight Moon | Little Learning Lane
Little Golden Book Land: The Poky Little Puppy's Special Day # "C" Printing () Little Golden Book Land: Shy Little
Kitten's Secret Place # "C" Edition () Little Golden Book Land: Welcome to Little Golden Book Land # First Edition ().

Chapter 8 : Looking for a Childhood Book? Here's How. | Old Children's Books
Three Little Kittens Preschool Craft and Matching Game Find this Pin and more on EVERYTHING PRESCHOOL by
Lori, my Mom & Eddie-- Miss You So Much. Cheap and Easy Cat Crafts kids can make.
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Chapter 9 : All the Little Golden Books | Collection
Color Mittens (See Attachment: Three Little Kittens for patterns that can be used) How to begin: Make a kitten and four
felt or magnetic mittens (blue, red, yellow, green) for the story, Color Mittens.
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